Recombinant Factor VIIa in Severe Uremic Bleeding

Dear Sir,

Activated recombinant factor VII (rFVIIa) has been successfully employed to control bleeding in haemophilia patients with inhibitors to factor VIII or IX (1) and in patients with thrombocytopenia (2). It has also been used for the treatment of a patient with abnormal platelet function (3). Until recently, repeated three-hourly doses were administered for a period of 2 to 3 days. Recent data seems to indicate that 1-3 injections of rFVIIa could adequately control moderate bleeding in haemophiliacs with inhibitors (4).

A 12-year-old girl with a history of traumatic rupture of both renal arteries, resulting in terminal renal insufficiency, was admitted for unilateral kidney transplantation. The donor was known to be CMV positive. Six weeks after the transplantation she developed abdominal pain and on CT scan a haematoma and an aneurysma of the renal artery was found. During laparotomy the aneurysma was removed with revision of the arterial sutures. In the following week, while still on immunosuppressive therapy, she developed severe CMV pneumonitis for which high dose gancyclovir and CMV hyperimmunoglobulin therapy was started. She was intubated because of respiratory insufficiency. Shortly after intubation fulminant pulmonary bleeding occurred. Platelet count at that time was 199 \times 10^9 /l. APTT (Boehringer) and PT (Organon) were normal, urea was 38.1 mmol/l (N: 2-7 mmol/l). Additional haemostatic investigations revealed normal levels of factors I, II, V, VII, VIII, IX, X, and vWF. No fibrin split products could be detected. Bleeding time was, however, longer than 15 min. In vitro platelet aggregation studies showed deficient aggregation with ADP, adrenaline and ristocetin and reduced aggregation with collagen.

With the institution of high positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) ventilation, the transfusion of platelets and fresh frozen plasma the bleeding was stopped. The cause of the bleeding tendency was thought to be uremic platelet dysfunction and she received repeated platelet and red blood cell transfusions, keeping the haematocrit >0.30. Three days later, during routine suctioning another massive pulmonary bleeding occurred. Desmopressin was considered but not given as the patient already had a large fluid overload due to renal insufficiency and there was some controversy as to the starting of dialysis. A concentrate of factor VIII or IX (1) and in patients with thrombocytopenia (2). It has also been used for the treatment of a patient with abnormal platelet function (3). Until recently, repeated three-hourly doses were administered for a period of 2 to 3 days. Recent data seems to indicate that 1-3 injections of rFVIIa could adequately control moderate bleeding in haemophiliacs with inhibitors (4).

Her clinical condition deteriorated over the next two days and there was once again massive pulmonary bleeding through the tube. Coagulation parameters showed no change. She was given a single i.v. dose (90 \mu g/kg) of activated recombinant factor VII (NovoSeven®, Novo Nordisk). There was a prompt cessation of the pulmonary bleeding and the bleeding time decreased from >15 min to 6 min. After 4 h her bleeding time increased to 9.5 min and 24 h later was back to >15 min but no overt bleeding tendency was observed after this single injection of activated recombinant factor VII. No change was noted in the PT value after the administration.

Three days later, with decreasing GFR and continuous high ventilation requirements she was started on haemodialysis. In the next four days before her death she was dialysed without improvement in oxygenation. Despite maximal ventilatory settings, PaCO_2 levels started to rise. Bronchoscopy revealed massive necrotising tracheobronchitis. Since there were no more ventilatory options, cardiac resuscitation was not attempted when she developed cardiac arrest.

The mechanism of the bleeding tendency in uremic patients is not fully understood and is thought to arise mainly from platelet dysfunction (5). The severe pulmonary bleeding observed in our patient may have been due to the combined effects of uremia and CMV pneumonitis. The prompt effect of rFVIIa administration is most probably due to local generation of thrombin on the exposed subendothelial surface and on the surface of vessel-wall attached, activated platelets. The latter process may happen even in the absence of tissue factor and may provide a fast and effective way to control severe bleeding (6). Thus, a single dose of 90 \mu g rFVIIa may be effective in controlling the severe bleeding tendency occasionally observed in uremic platelet dysfunction.
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